BOSCH T-Shank Multi-Purpose Jigsaw Blades, 10 Piece, Assorted,
Jig Saw Blade Set For Cutting Wood And Metal (T5002) Review-2021

VERSATILITY: The Bosch T5002 T Shank Jig Saw Blade set offers an assortment of blades to add
function and affordability to your jigsaw blade and saw application needs
COMPATIBLE: Compatible with over 90 percentage of current jigsaws including Bosch, DEWALT,
Hitachi, Makita, Milwaukee, Metabo, Porter Cable, and Craftsman jig saws, the T5002 is a versatile
addition to any tool set
COMPLETE: The blade set includes 2 each of T101B, T119BO, T144D, T118A, and T118B jig saw
blades; The T5002 is the ideal set for or general purpose woodworking and thick or thin metals
(ferrous and non ferrous)
CONVENIENT: The t shank design of these blades provides maximum grip and stability and
eliminates the need to set the screw in a mounting hole to reduce breakage
DURABLE: Crafted to the durable Bosch standard, the T5002 also comes complete with a durable
plastic case for blade storage
This assortment of blades adds function and affordability to your jigsaw blade needs
Eliminates the need to set the screw in a mounting hole to reduce breakage
Crafted to the durable Bosch standardT-shank interface
More power from five points of contact. *More life from T-shape design.
Fits all
Fits all current professional consumer jig saws that accept T-shank blades.
High-carbon steel
T-shank jig saw blades are made of high-carbon steel for lasting break resistance.
Durable precision
Jig saw blades feature a durable precision design for superior performance.
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Model Number/Includes
T503 - Wood (2pcs); Laminate (1pc)
T501 - Wood (4pcs) Metal (1pc)
T567A3 - Metal (1pc); Wood (1 pc); All-Purpose (1 pc)
TC21HC - Wood (10 pcs); Metal (7pcs); All Purpose (2pcs); Fiber and Plaster (2pcs)
Model Number/Includes
T10RC - Wood (10 pcs)
T500 - Wood (3pcs); Metal (2pcs)
T10CSC - Wood (6 pcs); Metal (3 pcs); All Purpose (1 pc)
Model Number/Includes
TW21HC - Wood (21 pcs)
T5002 - Wood (6pcs); Metal (4pcs)
Model Number/Includes
T30W - Wood (30 pcs)
T14CPSC - Wood (8pcs); Metal (6 pcs)
Model Number/Includes
T15RC - Metal (5 pcs) Wood (10)
Model Number/Includes
T18CHC - Wood (11 pcs); Metal (7 pcs)
Model Number/Includes
T30C - Wood (20 pcs); Metal (10 pcs) Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

